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Abstract—New cache coherent interconnects such as CXL have
recently attracted great attention thanks to their excellent hard-
ware heterogeneity management and resource disaggregation
capabilities. Even though there is yet no real product or platform
integrating CXL into memory disaggregation, it is expected to
make memory resources practically and efficiently disaggregated
much better than ever before.

We propose directly accessible memory disaggregation, DI-
RECTCXL that directly connects a host processor complex
and remote memory resources over CXL’s memory protocol
(CXL.mem). As there is no operating system that supports CXL,
we also offer CXL software runtime that allows users to utilize the
underlying disaggregated memory resources via sheer load/store
instructions. Since DIRECTCXL does not require any data copies
between the host memory and remote memory, it can expose the
true performance of memory disaggregation to the users.

I. MEMORY DISAGGREGATION AND ITS CHALLENGE

Memory disaggregation has attracted great attention thanks
to its high memory utilization, transparent elasticity, and
resource management efficiency [2, 14, 15]. Many studies have
explored various software and hardware approaches to realize
memory disaggregation and put significant efforts into making
it practical in large-scale systems.

We can broadly classify the existing memory disaggrega-
tion runtimes into two different approaches based on how
they manage data between a host and memory server(s): i)
page-based and ii) object-based. The page-based approach
[1, 3, 9, 10, 13, 18, 24] utilizes virtual memory techniques
to use disaggregated memory without a code change. It swaps
page cache data residing on the host’s local DRAMs from/to
the remote memory systems over a network in cases of a
page fault. On the other hand, the object-based approach
handles disaggregated memory access from a remote-side
using their own database such as a key-value store instead of
leveraging the virtual memory systems [7, 8, 11, 17, 19, 23].
This approach can address the challenges imposed by address
translation (e.g., page faults, context switching, and write
amplification), but it requires significant source-level modi-
fications and interface changes.

While aforementioned studies try to implement high-
performance memory disaggregation system, they rely on
network-based data exchange which can significantly de-
teriorate the performance of memory disaggregation. The
network-based data exchange (e.g., RDMA) requires host
software intervention and multiple memory copy operations

Fig. 1: DIRECTCXL’s connection method.

for controlling network interface cards and DMA operations,
respectively. Also, the network-based data exchange requires
protocol/interface changes between network (e.g., InfiniBand)
and host interface (e.g., PCIe). Our evaluation shows that the
software intervention and copy operations consume 66% of
end-to-end network-based data exchange (Section III).

II. DIRECT ACCESSIBLE MEMORY DISAGGREGATION

Recently, a new concept of open industry standard inter-
connect, compute express link (CXL [4]), is introduced which
offering high-performance connectivity among multiple host
processors, hardware accelerators, and I/O devices [6]. CXL is
originally designed to achieve the excellency of heterogeneity
management across different processor complexes, but both
industry and academia anticipate its cache coherence ability
can improve memory utilization and alleviate memory over-
provisioning with low latency [12, 20, 21].

We demonstrate DIRECTCXL, direct accessible disaggre-
gated memory that connects host processor complex and
remote memory resources over CXL’s memory protocol
(CXL.mem). As CXL.mem allows the host computing re-
sources directly access the underlying memory of CXL devices
through PCIe buses (FlexBus), we design and implement CXL
devices as pure passive modules, each being able to have many
DRAM DIMMs with its own hardware controllers.
Integrating CXL devices into system memory. Figure 1
shows how CXL devices’ internal DRAMs are mapped (ex-
posed) to a host’s memory space over CXL. The host CPU’s
system bus contains one or more CXL root ports (RPs), which
connect one or more CXL devices as endpoint (EP) devices.
Our host-side kernel driver first enumerates CXL devices by
querying the size of their base address register (BAR) and their
internal memory, called host-managed device memory (HDM),
through PCIe transactions. Based on the retrieved sizes, the
kernel driver maps BAR and HDM in the host’s reserved
system memory space and lets the underlying CXL devices
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Fig. 2: Software runtime/driver of
DIRECTCXL.
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(a) RDMA. (b) CXL.
Fig. 3: Performance comparison of load latency.
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Fig. 4: Real workload performance.

know where their BAR and HDM (base addresses) are mapped
in the host’s system memory. When the host CPU accesses
an HDM system memory through load/store instruction, the
request is delivered to the corresponding RP, and the RP
converts the requests to a CXL flit. Since HDM is mapped
to a different location of the system memory, the memory
address space of HDM is different from that of EP’s internal
DRAMs. Thus, the CXL controller translates the incoming
addresses by simply deducting HDM’s base address from them
and issues the translated request to the underlying DRAM
controllers. The results are returned to the host via a CXL
switch and FlexBus. Note that, since HDM accesses have no
software intervention or memory data copies, DIRECTCXL
can expose the CXL device’s memory resources to the host
with low access latency.
Software Runtime for DIRECTCXL. While applications
running on the host can directly access the CXL device
by referring to HDM’s memory space, it requires software
runtime/driver to manage the underlying CXL devices and
expose their HDM in the application’s memory space. We thus
support DIRECTCXL runtime that simply splits the address
space of HDM into multiple segments, called cxl-namespace.
DIRECTCXL runtime then allows the applications to access
each CXL-namespace as memory-mapped files (mmap).

Figure 2 shows the software stack of our runtime and how
the application can use the disaggregated memory through
cxl-namespaces. When a CXL device is detected (at a PCIe
enumeration time), DIRECTCXL driver creates an entry device
(e.g., /dev/directcxl) to allow users to manage a cxl-
namespace via ioctl. If users ask a cxl-namespace, the driver
checks a (physically) contiguous address space on an HDM
by referring to its HDM segment table whose entry includes
a segment’s offset, size, and reference count (recording how
many cxl-namespaces use this segment). Once DIRECTCXL
driver allocates a segment based on the user request, it creates
a device for mmap (e.g., /dev/cxl-ns0) and updates the
segment table. The user application can then map the cxl-
namespace to its process virtual memory space using mmap.

III. EVALUATIONS AND CONCLUSION

We built all DIRECTCXL IPs from the ground and configure
many customized FPGA add-in-cards and high-performance
datacenter accelerator cards to implement CXL network topol-
ogy for memory disaggregation. As yet there is no processor
architecture supporting CXL, we also build our own in-house
host processor using RISC-V ISAs, which employs four out-
of-order cores whose last-level cache (LLC) implements CXL

RP. Our in-house softcore processors work at 100MHz while
CXL and PCIe IPs (RP, EP, and Switch) operate at 250MHz.
Microbenchmark. Figure 3a decomposes RDMA latency
into essential hardware (Memory and Network), software
(Library), and data copy latencies (Copy). Library is
the primary performance bottleneck in RDMA when the size
of payloads is smaller than 1KB (53.3%, on average). As the
payloads increase, Copy gets longer and reaches 37.3% of
total execution time. This is because users must copy all their
data into RNIC’s MR, which takes extra overhead in RDMA.
The Library and Copy consumes 46.2% and 19.8% of
end-to-end latency, on average, respectively. In contrast, as
shown in Figure 3b, the breakdown analysis for DirectCXL
shows a completely different story. As DIRECTCXL allows
host to access remote memory resources using sheer load/store
instruction, there is neither software nor data copy overhead.
Real workloads. For the real workload evaluation, we used
DLRM [16], in-memory database (MemDB [11]) and four
graph analysis from Ligra [22]. Figure 4 shows the execution
latency of Swap (FastSwap [2]), KVS (HERD [11]), and
DirectCXL. For Ligra, we exclude KVS because Ligra’s
graph processing is not compatible with a key-value structure.

As shown in the figure, Swap shows worst performance as
it does not understand workload’s data access characteristics.
KVS can reduce the latency of Swap as it can fine-control
where the data is placed and removes the overhead imposed
by page-based memory management. However, it has two
major issues: First, it requires significant modification of the
application’s source codes, which is often impossible (e.g.,
MIS, BFS, CC, BC). Second, KVS requires heavy computation
such as hashing at the memory node, which increases mone-
tary costs. In contrast, DirectCXL without having a source
modification and remote-side resource exhibits 3× and 2.2×
better performance than Swap and even KVS, respectively.

We propose DIRECTCXL that connects host and remote
memory resources over CXL’s memory protocol. The results of
our real system evaluation show that DIRECTCXL exhibits 3×
better performance than conventional memory disaggregation,
on average, for real-world workloads.

IV. FUTURE WORK AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

We are extending both software and hardware parts of this
work to: i) Integrating remote memory exposed by CXL to
NUMA subsystem, so that user can use CXL memory without
source code modification. ii) Extending our in-house CXL IPs
towards CXL 3.0, supporting new features such as dynamic
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capacity [5], and iii) SoC silicon fabrication. Myoungsoo Jung
is the corresponding author (mj@camelab.org).

V. DEMO AND ORIGINAL PUBLICATION

Demo video. https://youtu.be/6a5NSMH-7hY
Original publication. D. Gouk, S. Lee, M. Kwon and M.
Jung. Direct Access, High-Performance Memory Disaggrega-
tion with DIRECTCXL, in USENIX ATC 2022. https://www.
usenix.org/system/files/atc22-gouk.pdf
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